WHAT IS THE SIGN OF YOUR COMING? pdf
1: Signs of Labor: 10 Early Signs & Symptoms of Labor | What to Expect
What is the sign of your coming, and of the end of the age?" Young's Literal Translation And when he is sitting on the
mount of the Olives, the disciples came near to him by himself, saying, 'Tell us, when shall these be? and what is the
sign of thy presence, and of the full end of the age?'.

Tweet on Twitter As you get to the end of your pregnancy, all you want to do is give birth to a happy, healthy
baby. Instead you need to go through a lot of waiting around, a lot of false alarms, and a lot of times where
you wished it were all over. You need to know the signs labor is coming soon. For the most part, the average
pregnancy lasts for between 38 to 42 weeks so at any stage during that time, things could start to happen.
When it does, you should be prepared. Every women is different. For some women, labor lasts for days and
days, sometimes two or three before doctors and midwives decide to intervene. For other women, the process
is over and done with in the blink of an eye, having the baby just moments after realizing she is in labor. For
every woman, labor and birth is a completely different scenario. Here are the eight signs labor is coming soon:
It can happen four weeks before the event, or one week before the event, or just as the event is happening.
Your baby must move to a downwards-facing position, head in the pelvis, ready for labor. In doing so, he or
she is likely to cause you a lot of discomfort. The extra pressure on your bladder will require frequent trips to
the bathroom and every step you take will exhaust your already over-worked body. During this time, you need
to take it easy. If your baby is dropping, take it as one of the signs labor is coming soon. However, one of the
signs labor is coming soon is back pain and cramps, almost like Braxton Hicks, but feeling a lot more painful
and more intense than they were before. You will know the difference between Braxton Hicks and actual labor
contractions at the time. The latter will get quicker and strengthen in intensity whereas Braxton Hicks tend to
stay the same and dwindle off after a while. Your pelvis joints need to become relaxed before you give birth
otherwise the baby will struggle to make its way through. In order to help things get as relaxed as they need to
be, the body will start to produce a hormone called relaxin and it does just what the name suggests â€” it helps
the joints and body to relax. Your body is naturally producing that natural relaxant to help make things easier
on you. You may experience a lack of bowel control, having accidents every now and again. This discharge
could be a rush of hormones to the area but it could also be the mucus plug that breaks free to allow labor to
begin. If you experience blood-streaked mucus, it could be a sign that things have started to move along. If
you experience watery discharge, another common sign that labor is about to begin, it could be that your
waters have broken and this means the rupture of the amniotic sac with the fluids contained within it erupting
out. For so many women, their waters need to be broken by the doctor or midwife. At this stage, you should
definitely call your midwife or doctor, or get yourself to a hospital. Your body is undergoing a lot of changes
at this time and as well as the rush of hormones, there is a lot of tension, stress and rushed signals.
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2: 7 Signs You're Going To Get Your First Period Soon - www.enganchecubano.com | www.enganchecuba
The signs of Matthew 24 prophecies the destruction of Jerusalem in 70AD not the second coming and certainly not
some "Rapture" theology that was invented in AD by John Darby. When Christians saw the signs, they fled the city and
were saved.

Jesus has told us that certain signs and events will warn us when the time of His Second Coming is near.
Consider assigning each class member or family member one or two of the signs described in this chapter in
large classes, some signs may be assigned to more than one person. As part of the lesson, give them time on
their own to study the information about those signs and think about evidence they have seen that the signs are
being fulfilled today. Then have them share their insights with each other. For thousands of years, followers of
Jesus Christ have looked forward to the Second Coming as a time of peace and joy. But before the Savior
comes, the people of the earth will experience great trials and calamities. Our Heavenly Father wants us to be
prepared for these troubles. He also expects us to be spiritually ready when the Savior comes in His glory.
Throughout the ages God has revealed these signs to His prophets. If we are obedient and faithful, we will
study the scriptures and know of the signs. Some of the signs foretelling the Second Coming of Jesus Christ
have already been or are now being fulfilled. Others will be fulfilled in the future. Wickedness, War, and
Turmoil Many of the signs are terrifying and dreadful. The prophets have warned that the earth will
experience great turmoil, wickedness, war, and suffering. The prophet Daniel said that the time before the
Second Coming would be a time of trouble such as the earth has never known see Daniel We can expect
earthquakes, disease, famines, great storms, lightnings, and thunder see Matthew Jesus told His disciples that
war would fill the earth: The Prophet Joseph Smith said: Joseph Smith [], Many of these signs are being
fulfilled. Nations are constantly at war. Earthquakes and other calamities are occurring. Many people now
suffer from devastating storms, drought, hunger, and diseases. We can be certain that these calamities will
become more severe before the Lord comes. However, not all the events preceding the Second Coming are
dreadful. Many of them bring joy to the world. Prophets of old foretold the Restoration of the gospel. The
Apostle John saw that the gospel would be restored by an angel see Revelation In fulfillment of this prophecy,
the angel Moroni and other heavenly visitors brought the gospel of Jesus Christ to Joseph Smith. These
prophecies are now being fulfilled. The Book of Mormon has been brought forth and is being taken to all the
world. Ever since the Restoration of the Church, missionaries have preached the gospel. The missionary effort
has increased until now tens of thousands of missionaries preach in many countries of the world in many
languages. Before the Second Coming and during the Millennium, the Lord will provide ways to bring the
truth to all nations. Elijah would restore the sealing powers so families could be sealed together. He would
also inspire people to be concerned about their ancestors and descendants. The prophet Elijah came to Joseph
Smith in April Since that time, interest in genealogy and family history has grown. We are also able to
perform sealing ordinances in the temples for the living and the dead. Jesus Christ Himself will rule there.
These are only a few of the signs that the Lord has given us. The scriptures describe many more. What
evidence do you see that the signs are being fulfilled? Knowing the Signs of the Times Can Help Us How can
we remain calm and at peace even when some of the signs are terrifying and dreadful? He taught this with the
parable of the fig tree. He said that when we see a fig tree putting forth leaves, we can tell that summer will
soon come. Likewise, when we see the signs described in the scriptures, we can know that His coming is near.
The Lord gives these signs to help us. We can put our lives in order and prepare ourselves and our families for
those things yet to come. We have been warned of calamities and told to prepare for them, but we can also
look forward to the coming of the Savior and be glad. And the earth shall be given unto them for an
inheritance; â€¦ and their children shall grow up without sin.
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3: Matthew NKJV - The Signs of the Times and the End of - Bible Gateway
9 Signs Your Period is Coming. If you're a woman (and you probably are if you're reading this article), you're probably
familiar with the signs that your period is approaching.

A completion, consummation, end. From sunteleo; entire completion, i. The, the definite article. Including the
feminine he, and the neuter to in all their inflections; the definite article; the. From the same as aei; properly,
an age; by extension, perpetuity; by implication, the world; specially a Messianic period. Mark we learn their
names--"Peter, and James, and John, and Andrew;" i. The position of Andrew as the last is noticeable, as
connected with the general pre-eminence of the first three. The sign of thy coming. The passage is memorable
as the first occurrence of the word???????? They had brought themselves to accept the thought of His
departure and return, though time and manner were as yet hidden from them. The end of the world. In the
common language of the day, which had passed from the schools of the Rabbis into popular use, "this age," or
"this world," meant the time up to the coming of the Messiah; the "age or world to come" Matthew The
disciples had heard their Lord speak in parables of such a coming, and they naturally connected it in their
thoughts with the close of the age or period in which they lived. Pulpit Commentary Verse 3. On his way to
Bethany towards the close of this day, he rested for a while and communed with the disciples, uttering the
wonderful eschatological discourse which follows in this and the next chapter. It is noted that the siege of
Jerusalem by the Romans began on the very spot where this prophecy of its destruction was delivered,
strategical reasons compelling them to make their attack from this quarter. Just then the western sun was
pouring his golden beams on tops of marble cloisters and on the terraced courts, and glittering on the golden
spikes on the roof of the holy place. In the setting, even more than in the rising sun, must the vast proportions,
the symmetry, and the sparkling sheen of this mass of snowy marble and gold have stood out gloriously. And
across the black valley, and up the slopes of Olivet, lay the dark shadows of those gigantic walls built of
massive stones, some of them nearly twenty-four feet long. Even the rabbis, despite their hatred of Herod,
grow enthusiastic, and dream that the very temple walls would have been covered with gold had not the
variegated marble, resembling the waves of the sea, seemed more beauteous. It was probably, as they [the
disciples] now gazed on all this grandeur and strength, that they broke the silence imposed on them by gloomy
thoughts of the near desolateness of that house which the Lord predicted. Such questions were not to be asked
openly in the hearing of any who might have followed him from the city. There was nothing more resented by
the average Jew than any intimation of the destruction of the temple. It was one of the charges against Stephen
that he had said that Jesus would destroy the temple Acts 6: When, therefore, some of the apostles wished for
more definite information on this subject, they took care to make their inquiry in private. When shall these
things be? To their minds, this catastrophe could only occur contemporaneously with the coming of Christ in
glory and the end of the world. They saw in it a great revolution which should usher in the final
consummation. But when should this come to pass? It was not mere wanton curiosity to know the future
which prompted the question, but rather a reverent desire to prepare for these great events, of the certainty of
which they were now fully assured. So the next question shows no doubt concerning the facts, and asks, not
the mode of the accomplishment, but only what anticipatory warning and indication were to be given. They
look upon these two events as synchronous, or very closely connected. The word parousia, which in classical
Greek means "presence," or "arrival," is used in the New Testament specially for the second advent of Christ
to set up his eternal kingdom in full power and glory see in this chapter vers. Referring to the same event, we
find in some places the term "epiphany" used see 1 Timothy 6: The phrase translated "the end of the world
"means literally the consummation of the age cf. This is "the last time," "the last days," spoken of elsewhere
see 1 Peter 1: Matthew Henry Commentary A believing foresight of the defacing of all worldly glory, will
help to keep us from admiring it, and overvaluing it. The most beautiful body soon will be food for worms,
and the most magnificent building a ruinous heap. See ye not all these things? It will do us good so to see
them as to see through them, and see to the end of them. Our Lord having gone with his disciples to the Mount
of Olives, he set before them the order of the times concerning the Jews, till the destruction of Jerusalem; and
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as to men in general till the end of the world.
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4: How to Know That Your First Period Is Coming: 12 Steps
Just like the arrival of Starbucks red cups or the town centre lights being switched on, a giant flashing pimple (or twelve)
on your face is often a surefire sign that holidays are coming. Except in this case the 'holidays' mean days of vaginal
bleeding.

But for me it is good to be near God; I have made the Lord God my refuge, that I may tell of all your works.
Then Jesus went out and departed from the temple, and His disciples came up to show Him the buildings of
the temple. And Jesus said to them, "Do you not see all these things? Assuredly, I say to you, not one stone
shall be left here upon another, that shall not be thrown down. And what will be the sign of Your coming, and
of the end of the age? And you will hear of wars and rumors of wars. See that you are not troubled; for all
these things must come to pass, but the end is not yet. For nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against
kingdom. And there will be famines, pestilences, and earthquakes in various places. All these are the
beginning of sorrows. And then many will be offended, will betray one another, and will hate one another.
Then many false prophets will rise up and deceive many. And because lawlessness will abound, the love of
many will grow cold. But he who endures to the end shall be saved. And this gospel of the kingdom will be
preached in all the world as a witness to all the nations, and then the end will come. Yesterday, we read the
final words of His sermon: Even so you also outwardly appear righteous to men, but inside you are full of
hypocrisy and lawlessness. Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! Serpents, brood of vipers! How can
you escape the condemnation of hell? Therefore, indeed, I send you prophets, wise men, and scribes:
Assuredly, I say to you, all these things will come upon this generation. O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the one who
kills the prophets and stones those who are sent to her! How often I wanted to gather your children together, as
a hen gathers her chicks under her wings, but you were not willing! It was fulfilled in AD 70, when the temple
was destroyed by the Romans. It was considered one of the seven wonders of the world, and the product of
one of the most ambitious builders in history, Herod the Great, also known as Herod the Builder. The temple
already stood, but Herod had massively expanded its base, and embellished it with many beautiful additions
that made it the masterpiece of his many projects, the impressive standard he wished to leave of his rule. At
the time of its destruction at the Siege of Jerusalem, many of the stones were quite literally thrown down, as it
was believed that there was gold between the stones. All that remained was a small part of one retaining wall
of the temple mount, the Western Wall. It became known for centuries as the Wailing Wall. It remains the
holiest place Jews are permitted to pray. Now as He sat on the Mount of Olives, the disciples came to Him
privately, saying, "Tell us, when will these things be? There is no precise chronology that can be understood in
the entirety of Scriptural description of end times see Daniel , Mark 13, Luke 21, 1 Corinthians Here in these
verses He is describing initial sorrows. In the following verses He will speak of the great tribulation, which my
study bible says describes the entire Christian era and is not limited to the final years before His return. After
this period, the Son of Man will return. Here Jesus emphasizes in particular that His followers are not to be
deceived, and gives warning against following false Christs. There were in fact many false Messiahs who
would come in this immediate period. My study bible suggests that the wars here refer first to the Roman
destruction of Jerusalem, but certainly includes subsequent wars. The things He describes here are the
beginning of sorrows. The persecutions against the Church often increase the number of souls being
converted. Jesus leaves the disciples not with a glorious material kingdom, but a world filled with troubles: He
promises betrayals, hatred, and false prophets -- and that the love of many will grow cold. What He asks them
for is endurance. That is, the capacity for watchfulness and persistence, knowing what they are to be about,
fulfilling their mission as His disciples. This is far from the long-imagined and hoped-for Messiah who would
restore the fortunes and the greatness of the kingdom of Israel. Rather than the glorification of such a
magnificent temple, Jesus prophesies the destruction of the temple -- such a destruction that there is not one
stone that will be left standing upon another, but rather thrown down. So, we need to ask this incredible
question: What kind of Messiah is He? What is this He is promising them? Wars, pestilences, famines,
persecution, betrayal, the destruction of the temple -- and a tribulation in the midst of which His Church will
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expand and grow, the gospel message will go out to the world. And moreover, there is no distinct timetable
here, except perhaps when He will offer at the end of this discourse that this generation shall not pass away
until all these things have happened Our Messiah does not sugarcoat anything, He gives it all to us "straight,"
without embellishment. We live in a world that is imperfect, where there is evil that will do what it can to
withstand the gospel and deny its message. There are troubles that will come and will abound. Certainly for
the Christians of the Middle East and in Africa, this is becoming more and more true in the present time. But
what is most important is the struggle for alertness, awareness. That is, that we keep our minds and hearts
focused on the mission, no matter what is going on around ourselves. In the West, many people speak about a
post-Christian era. I would venture to suggest that most people may not be aware of the roots of the values of
humanity and international law and human rights that are found in the message of Jesus Christ. It is into this
world that we receive His instructions about our own conduct in His absence. We are to be alert, and to take
care not to be deceived! We are not to be troubled, for He has told us in advance that all these things must
pass. We are to endure to the end. What is the truth that makes us free?
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5: Signs Labor is Coming Soon | Med Health Daily
Having increased emotions before period is a sign your period is coming soon. Mood changes that occur after ovulation
is a sign your period will start soon. If you are persistently having mood changes throughout your menstrual cycle, then it
may be due to other causes.

As your loved one eats less food and drinks fewer fluids, bowel movements may become smaller and
irregular. Likewise, urinating may become infrequent. After eating and drinking stops entirely, they may not
need to use the restroom at all. Changes in urine color are normal too. They reflect kidney function, and as the
kidneys shut down, urine production may slow or stop. In some healthcare settings, such as a hospice facility,
healthcare providers will use a catheter to drain urine from the bladder. Dropping body temperature Blood
circulation draws inward toward your vital organs in the final days. That means blood circulation in places like
your hands, feet, and legs is greatly reduced. That can lead to skin and limbs that feel cool to the touch. The
skin may appear pale, too. Eventually, the reduced circulation may cause skin to take on a mottled blue-purple
look. How you can help Even though the skin or limbs may feel cool to you, your loved one may not be cold.
If they are, a blanket or light covering may help keep them warm. In the final days before death, muscles can
become very weak. Simple tasks, like lifting a cup of water or turning over in bed, may become difficult. How
you can help Make your loved one as comfortable as possible. If they need to drink from a cup of water,
position the cup near their mouth and insert a straw so they can more easily drink. If they need to flip or turn
in bed, gently help them move until they reach a comfortable spot. These breathing fluctuations may include
changes in breathing, sudden gasps for air, or long stretches of time between breaths. Increasing confusion The
brain remains very active during the dying phase. How you can help Remain calm and speak quietly. Make
sure you tell your loved one who you are when you start talking, and introduce each new person who sits with
them. The intensity of pain will likely increase as a person becomes nearer to death. These signs include
grimacing, wincing, groaning, or scowling. How you can help Most pain can be treated, but this may require
people to be in a hospital or nursing care facility. Dying people may stop being able to swallow, so an
intravenous IV line may be necessary to deliver pain medicine. This medication must be administered in a
hospital. You may have heard of dying people saying they see long-gone loved ones in their final days. The
organs stop working entirely. The only thing you can do in these last minutes is help them be comfortable and
feel loved. Surround yourself and your loved one with the friends and family they most care about. For some
individuals, knowing they have people around them who care helps them let go. This is a clear indication your
loved one has died.
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6: Are There Any Signs Showing Period Is on the Way? - New Kids Center
What Will Be the Sign of Your Coming? By John Hagee. Pastor Hagee reminds us that our lives are like the puff of a
steam kettle on this earth, but we will live in heaven for all of eternity if Jesus Christ is our Lord and Savior.

Most girls will get it between the ages of 8-years-old and years-old. Waiting for something like this with
absolutely no clue as to when it will happen is super frustrating. Exceptâ€¦ are there ways to tell when your
first period is right around the corner? When your body is preparing for menstruation, your nipples raise as the
milk glands and breast tissue develop. Girls usually get their first period one to three years after breasts start
growing. When your pubic hair first grows in, it will be soft and thin, but will eventually get more coarse and
dark. ShutterStock You Notice Vaginal Discharge Vaginal discharge just might be the biggest sign that your
period is about to begin. Many girls begin to notice discharge - white or yellowish with a faint odor - six to
twelve months before they get their first period. Again, this is a long time frame! Ask your mom how old she
was when she got her first period. If you have an older sister, ask her too. You will probably get your period
around the same age. This is something that happens with a lot of people, just not everyone. Or, you might
notice that your sweat smells differently. This is totally normal and happens as you begin to develop more
body hair, especially underarm hair. When your breasts begin to develop, they may feel sore or achy, like
growing pains. This is a sign of your body maturing. While the signs mentioned before this are the biggest
signs for menstruation, general puberty "symptoms" can also be signs. This includes a lot of acne, feeling very
moody and sad, feeling arousal, and just noticing that your body is becoming different than it was before.
What did I forget to include? Tell me in the comments. You can follow the author, Jessica Booth , on Twitter
or Instagram.
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7: Disciples Question: "When will be the sign of your coming?"
We often hear people talk about the signs of the end of the age. Even when we take the time to read Matthew 24, where
this question was asked, we notice there are many signs mentioned. So which one is "the" one? Many of these signs
look as if they come straight out of today's newspaper. Take these.

Yes Yes Breast tenderness in pregnancy usually occurs between weeks after conception. It continues as your
pregnancy hormone levels increase. In PMS, the tenderness resolves after your period starts. Bleeding or
spotting when pregnant occurs within 2 weeks of conception. It is light and either pink or brown in color.
There is no bleeding during PMS except if the actual menstruation has begun, and then the flow will be a lot
heavier than in pregnancy. Nausea and vomiting experienced during pregnancy can start 3 weeks after
conception. It can prevail the entire pregnancy but mostly stop after the first trimester. Nausea in PMS will
stop as soon as the period starts. Food cravings in PMS can occur to a lesser extent than when experienced
during pregnancy. In PMS, the cramping is acute about hours before the period begins and stops at the end of
the menstrual flow. Cramping in pregnancy occurs for weeks or months as the uterus and abdominal muscles
stretch and ligaments relax to accommodate the growing fetus. Doctors may prescribe antidepressants,
painkillers, water tablets to reduce bloating or hormonal contraceptives to ease signs your period is coming.
However, you may choose to make a few lifestyle changes or try home remedies: Make Dietary Changes
Reduce bloating by eating smaller meals, more frequently during the day. Reduce salt intake which
exacerbates fluid retention. Eat vegetables, fruits and whole grains. Add calcium to the diet. Limit alcohol and
caffeine. Increase Exercise Regular exercise will decrease the depression and mood swings. Daily activities
such as swimming, walking or cycling for 30 minutes should help against PMS. Regular exercise will also
help you to reduce your weight. Minimize Stress Yoga and massage can help decrease stress levels. Get
sufficient sleep that your body requires. Try learning deep-breathing exercises or muscle relaxation. Take
Supplements There are many commercial products available with supplements to reduce signs your period is
coming. Some of these alternative remedies may interfere with your other existing medicines, so consult your
doctor before you begin any new supplements. It involves inserting sterile needles into the skin at specific
points on the body. Ensure your therapist is licensed. Other Methods Applying heat to the lower abdominal
area may provide relief from cramps. Gentle lower abdominal massage may provide relief. Take warm
showers and drink warm beverages, like green tea. Lie on your side in the fetal position or on your back with
your legs raised. These positions may help with the pain and discomfort of PMS.
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8: First Period: 3 Signs Your Period is Coming | www.enganchecubano.com
And what will be the sign of Your coming, and of the end of the age?" 4 And Jesus answered and said to them: "Take
heed that no one deceives you. 5 For many will come in My name, saying, 'I am the Christ,' and will deceive many. 6
And you will hear of wars and rumors of wars.

Even when we take the time to read Matthew 24, where this question was asked, we notice there are many
signs mentioned. So which one is "the" one? Take these, for example: There will be famines and earthquakes
in various places. Notice what Jesus says about these signs: So what is "the" sign of the end of the age? One
thing I have learned as a Bible scholar is that when God brings something to our consideration twice, He is
trying to catch our attention. If He does it three times, He is warning us with urgency to take heed. In Matthew
24 there are two topics that are mentioned twice, and as a result, attention should be given to both of them: If
we are not ready when the time arrives, we will be like the foolish virgins who missed the opportunity to be
with the bride See Mat In addition to these two repeated signs, there is one more sign in Matthew 24 that is
mentioned not twice, but three times. And the consequences of that sign are then mentioned twice. See, I have
told you ahead of time. For as lightning that comes from the east is visible even in the west, so will be the
coming of the Son of Man. What if this "Messiah" is the anti-Christ? How easy it would be for people to fall
for such a lie! How can you be certain that it is a deception? If the coming of the Messiah is not as the real
Messiah predicted, it is deception: If the message is not about getting closer to our God and His son, it is a
ruse: If its actions are not done out of love, it is un utter lie: The vehicle wobbled from one side of the road to
the other, and speed was at a maximum. The wise thing would have been for the driver to pull over to the side
of the road, but the laughter in this car full of teens must have been his motivation to continue on. The small
roads near Cape Reinga in New Zealand are built on the sides of steep hills, and as such, they are far from
being straight. The inevitable happened at the next curve: The car full of teenagers flew off the road and
crashed into the valley below. We too are on a steep, curvy road. We are now aware of "the" sign. What will
we do about it? Rob Chaffart Receive our free newsletters The Illustrator: This daily newsletter is dedicated to
encouraging everyone to look towards Jesus as the source of all the solutions to our problems. It contains a
daily inspirational story, a Bible verse and encouraging messages. HTML and plain text versions available.
Published three times a week, this newsletter features inspirational devotionals and mini-sermons dedicated to
drawing mankind closer to each other and to Christ.
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9: Chapter Signs of the Second Coming
The terrifying events of the Last Days will usher in the glorious Second Coming of Jesus Christ to the earth (Matthew ). If
we take no other comfort from the words of Jesus, we ought to rejoice that he clearly is the Lord of history and the
master of all earthly circumstances.

Jesus said that when you see certain things begin to happen, "Look up and lift up your heads, for your
redemption draws near," and "when you see them happen the kingdom of God is near" Luke Jesus and Paul
both taught that the proper way to wait for His return is to therefore be watchful, ready and sober Matthew
The apostle John wrote that when Jesus appears, we who believe in Him shall become like him, and everyone
having this hope in Him purifies himself 1 John 3: He also wrote that the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of
prophecy Revelation So two benefits of studying Bible prophecy and comparing it to world events are
personal purification and a better understanding of Jesus. Besides, in 1 Th. Following are 10 for your
consideration. The first seven are already happening. The last three are in preparatory stages: Signs that are
already Happening 1. Wars and rumors of wars "And you will hear of wars and rumors of wars. See that you
are not troubled; for all these things must come to pass, but the end is not yet. For nation will rise against
nation, and kingdom against kingdom. The potential for war grows day by day. See also Wars and Rumors of
Wars. Famines, Pestilence, Earthquakes "And there will be famines, pestilences, and earthquakes in various
places. All these are the beginning of sorrows. Due to flooding and droughts, world food supplies are running
very low. Many people are expecting a global food shortage and famines in many places. In , the World
Health Organization WHO issued a warning that infectious diseases are emerging more quickly and spreading
faster around the globe than ever before, and they are becoming increasingly difficult to treat. The UN said in
its annual world health report that an outbreak or epidemic in one part of the world can easily threaten billions
of people in other parts due to large numbers of modern day air travelers. Regarding earthquakes, scientific
data does show that we have been seeing a large increase in seismic activity. The north pole is shifting at an
accelerated pace, and the earth seems to be expanding. Thus, we should see a continual increase in
earthquakes and volcanic activity in coming years. Stan Deyo follows earth changes very closely. His web site
covers numerous topics related to changes in the world today. Deceivers who claim to follow Jesus And Jesus
answered and said to them: Some are subtle, and some are blatant. Sincere followers of Jesus should come out
of these wayward institutional churches and seek to fellowship with people who follow and teach what Jesus
and His apostles did. If you are unsure about your current church or fellowship, see Should I stay in my church
or leave? If you are wondering why three additional commas were not included in the Scripture above, see
Note on commas in the text of Mt. I will bring again captivity of my people of Israel, and they shall build the
waste cities, and inhabit them; and they shall plant vineyards, and drink the wine thereof; they shall also make
gardens, and eat the fruit of them. And I will plant them upon their land, and they shall no more be pulled up
out of their land which I have given them, saith the LORD thy God. In the first wave of modern immigration
to Israel started as Jews fled persecution, or followed the Socialist Zionist ideas of Moses Hess. From to
around 75, Jews immigrated to Palestine, mostly from Russia. They bought land from Ottoman and individual
Arab landholders and established agricultural settlements. During this period the Hebrews language was
revived, newspapers and literature were published in Hebrew and political parties and workers organizations
were established. This made it possible for hundreds of thousands more immigrants to arrive from Europe.
Anti-Semitism drove most there. Many more would have come had it not been for Arab protest and resulting
British restrictions on immigration. Many Holocaust survivors immigrated illegally to Palestine. When the
British pulled out of Palestine in May , the state of Israel formally declared its independence. No Arab states
have ever recognized Israel, but several have attacked them. However, Israel has successfully defended itself
against numerous Arab attacks. As a result, Jews throughout the Middle East have also been forced to
immigrate to Israel, and the nation has grown strong. It has turned a desert into an agricultural success, and it?
It is still mostly a secular state, but it has a growing percentage of Orthodox Jews and Christians. Today, the
Aliyah immigration movement continues to embrace Jewish newcomers, help them become a part of
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communities and help them learn Hebrew. Plans are being made to build a new temple on the Temple Mount.
This will be the seat of the coming global dictator or "man of sin" whom the Jews and most of the world will
embrace as their messiah. If this is also the intended meaning in 2 Thessalonians 2: Thus, people will allow
him to virtually "take his seat as God" in their bodies, which is idolatry and like a black hole. The idea of
denying themselves, taking up their crosses daily and following Jesus Luke 9: What TV and movies show as
"normal" has affected the values of those who indulge in them. At the same time, couples are divorcing, and
children are growing up with deep unmet needs as a result. Many couples are not even marrying but living
together in fornication any form of sex not sanctioned by God. The result has been the blood sacrifice murder
of hundreds of millions of innocent, helpless children through abortion and the birthing of even more children
who lack a healthy home where they can receive love and training from their own father and mother.
Reemergence of Demigods Jesus said, "As it was in the days of Noah, so shall it be also in the days of the Son
of man. From Genesis 6, we see that not only that "the wickedness of man was great on the earth" Genesis 6:
There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when the sons of God came in unto the
daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the same became mighty men which were of old, men of
renown. This word occurs three times in the Bible, once in Genesis 6: And there we saw the giants, the sons of
Anak, which come of the giants: However, other scholars believe that the the Nephilim were giants, since
Numbers In either case, Genesis 6: After the flood, there were additional giants in the land of Canaan See
Deuteronomy 3: The Bible mentions some of their tribal names: Archaeological evidence shows that these
beings were sometimes over 30 feet tall and strength to move massive stones that machinery cannot even
move, e. Before the flood, angels and their hybrid offspring corrupted the whole earth. After the flood, they
were perhaps not as large, but still powerful and evil in their influence. Some were even cannibalistic. That is
why God commanded Israel to totally wipe out all the nations of Canaan. Today, the phenomenon seems to be
reoccurring. Women have told of alien abductions in which they were impregnated. Even Hollywood is
preparing the minds of the masses with movies about hybrid supermen and superwomen. Although the Bible
says they and their angelic fathers are evil, Hollywood is trying to get people to think that not all are bad.
Other researchers have written that some of the global elite actually have DNA that has an extra parasitic
strand due to angelic parentage. Some researchers provide other types of evidence. See Seed of Satan: They
Walk Amongst Us. For further study, see Nephilim and Giants. Strong delusion And for this reason God will
send them strong delusion, that they should believe the lie. The goal is also to prevent people from hearing the
Gospel of Jesus, and if they do hear it to forget about it and be entertained constantly. Most people in
developed countries are now in a fog due to the impact of these media that lull them into a false sense of
security and into a false sense of right and wrong. This delusion can be seen in three areas: The stealing is
done through the printing of fiat money money not based on gold or silver but on debt , through interest on
money that does not exist due to fractional reserve banking laws and through the saw tooth effect of markets
that draws people into bad investments over a long period of time and then makes them lose large portions of
their life savings when markets drop. See also Financial News Updates on this website. Politics, most people
are also unaware that the international banking cartel and secret societies have taken over all national
governments and are quietly re-organizing borders and power centers throughout the world. Evidence of this
can be seen in the deception. People who objectively study the facts realize it was a very successful
psychological operation psyop , since jet fuel is not hot enough to do the job, and even if a pancake effect had
happened, it would have been much slower than near freefall speed. It had to be done by controlled
demolitions. This was part of a plan to cause a second Pearl Harbor and justify the US military getting a
foothold in the Middle East and justify the US government in taking away many constitutional rights of the
US people. One world government "And the fourth kingdom shall be as strong as iron, inasmuch as iron
breaks in pieces and shatters everything: One world ruler and an assistant emerge I saw a beast rising up out of
the sea, having seven heads and ten horns, and on his horns ten crowns, and on his heads a blasphemous name.
Now the beast which I saw was like a leopard, his feet were like the feet of a bear, and his mouth like the
mouth of a lion. The dragon [Satan, or the devil] gave him his power, his throne, and great authority. And I
saw one of his heads as if it had been mortally wounded, and his deadly wound was healed. And all the world
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marveled and followed the beast. So they worshiped the dragon who gave authority to the beast; and they
worshiped the beast, saying, "Who is like the beast? Who is able to make war with him?
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